6.7 LTS: Possible security threat: Logging into Wiki A as admin may raise your privilege level in Wiki B

**Description**
I looked if something like this has been reported previously, but didn't find something that completely fits, so I post this and apologize if I missed something.

Since I have already put some detail into a support request and at the moment I believe it only concerns two Wikis belonging to the same admin, here is a description:

**Steps to reproduce:**
1) Take any Tiki installation and move a new directory
2) Create a new DB with a copy of the original DB
3) Upgrade and start it up
4) Log into the old installation as admin
5) Find out you're admin on the new one, too.
It may well be that for some admins this is a wanted behaviour like as a single-sign-on (SSO).

But it is my firm belief that any such behaviour is to be considered a breach of security unless both admins have expressly activated this as a wanted behaviour. Possibly the problem also exists if two different admins operate two different Tikis on the same hosted volume, that somehow were created from one single predecessor, so maybe this is not as harmless as it might seem to be.

I do not know, but suspect, this could be a cookie issue.

Resolution could be that tiki-installer regenerates all security structures upon installation and/or upgrades, or at least asks the admin whether such should be reset. Also, there should be a button in the administration panel to reset this at any later time. In my opinion TikiWiki should at all times, if not told to behave otherwise, protect its instance against all other possible instances of itself...

At some point confusion may get so high to a user's browser that logging into Wiki B alone will not function, and you have to log into Wiki A to be able to access Wiki B. At the moment I experience this with my new 6.7 LTS and my old 1.9.8.3. sitting in different directories on the same volume, accessing to different MySQL DBs with differing user names and passwords...
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